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4-3-17
● How do we discover who we are? Wisdom from Archbishop Fulton Sheen.
● Better to burn out than to rust out - burn the candle at both ends: Archbishop Fulton 

Sheen. The humanity of Jesus. 
● Acts vs. the motivation behind the acts. 
● Suzanna - the virtuous woman accused of adultery by dishonest, lecherous men. Who 

do you need to forgive today? 

4-4-17
● What are you worried about? Be at peace. The counsel of the saints. 
● G.K. Chesterton on the role of the prophet. Finding good Catholic friends: “Go to where 

they are.” Bishop Barron on the value of philosophy, Church history. The Daily Examen - 
5 minutes to spiritual health.

● What is the purpose of fasting? The resources of the Church. 
● Caller: My older sister died recently; we siblings are feeling guilty that perhaps we could 

have done more. 

4-5-17
● Theology of the Body: What our physiology tells us about our purpose here on earth. 
● Finding our purpose - should we always follow our heart? 
● Caller: I’m separated from my husband; he has lived with his dad his entire life, and the 

dad interferes with our marriage. 
● Previous caller, continued: I’m in limbo, and am getting conflicting advice: When do I 

consider my marriage “over”? 

4-6-17
● Delegated authority from Christ: We all are priest, prophet and king. What is our role in 

our world? 
● Living out our Baptism. The example of Doug Sherman, President of IHR. The example 

of Charles Coulson, advisor to President Richard M. Nixon. 
● Finding our call in life: Phil shares some examples of greatness. Jesus: Either a liar, a 

lunatic - or God incarnate. 

4-7-17
● War, violence, economic disparity: What does our worry do? How do we deal with our 

fears? 
● Check your emotions. The Daily Examen. Caller: I’m an empath; I can’t be happy, 

because there is too much suffering and pain in this world. 
● Learn to check your emotions. Anthony Irvin, gold medalist swimmer. 



● How to deal with your emotions. Write them down. John 14: “Do not be afraid”. Book: 
“Two Souls Indivisible”.

4-10-17
● What are you suffering with this Lent? Caller: I’m Assembly of God, and my wife is 

Syriac - but she’s losing her faith.
● Caller: I’ve got a bad knee; it’s hard for me to get to Mass. What can I do? 
● Caller: Enabling, getting our way. Spoiling your kids really does spoil them for life. Caller: 

I went to Palm Sunday Mass in Kansas City, MO; it was amazing. 
● The inner drama taking place in our head. Failing to recover from divorce: Make a choice 

to rebuild, and not continue to suffer. 2nd marriages - much less successful and 
complicated. 

4-11-17
● Shared experiences as a basis for relationship. Reflections on the Gospel. 
● Learning to communicate in a peaceful, effective way. Sharing stories. Not reacting to 

provocation. 
● Special Guest: Jimmy Akin. Jimmy discusses his new book:   Caller: Does the Bible 

really reflect the Catholic Church’s teaching on Mortal sin? 
● Jimmy Akin, continued: How forceful should we be when we evangelize? Caller: Can 

you recommend a good resource on the Church Fathers?  

4-12-17
● Holy Week and drawing closer to Christ. Navigating the morass of addiction. Phil 

recommends G.K. Chesterton. “St. Thomas Aquinas, the Dumb Ox”.
● Sister Janice on the Communion of Saints: How do we establish a relationship with 

them? Do the saints answer prayers? Father Bennett and The Motley Crew.
● The importance of child-like simplicity. How do we learn complex things? Caller: Thank 

you for talking about Matthew Talbot; he is regarded as a saint in Ireland. 
● Accidental Theologians, by Elizabeth Dryer. Making the changes that are necessary. 

4-13-17
● What brings people to therapy. The mystery of Holy Thursday. “Ecstasy” painting. 
● Caller: I reverted to the Catholic Faith three years ago; Holy Week is recalling some 

important anniversaries. 
● Phil ponders his Holy Thursday activities. Humility, grace. 
● Responsibilities of the priesthood. Respect due to our priests. 

4-17-17
● Easter - a new year of sacramental grace for us all. 
● Caller: My 17-year-old son says he doesn’t believe in the Catholic Faith any more.
● Caller: My daughter has chronic pain, but she can’t find a doctor to take her on.
● Vet comes home from Iraq, only to question what he is fighting for in light of the Berkeley 

protests. 



4-18-17
● “Dealing With People You Can’t Stand” . . . dealing with anger, fighting. 
● Caller: Both my dad and my brother are alcoholics. 
● St. Benedicta - Edith Stein - on embitterment. Maximillian Kolbe - never become 

defeated and unloving. Theology of the Body. Don’t ultimately become what you hate.
● Caller: I was unfaithful to my spouse, after he was unfaithful to me: How can we get 

beyond embitterment and coldness? 

4-19-17
● Anger, resentment: Holding a grudge, analyzed. Choosing peace, recovery - over 

drama. 
● Identifying the dominant narrative. Transitioning from resentment to being positive: A 

therapeutic example.
● Caller: Phil, please help me with anger and resentment. 
● I’ve discovered that who I’m really upset with - it myself. I’m hurting others. Schemas, 

and addictions to our dysfunctional selves. 

4-20-17
● Do you want to influence someone? Start with beauty. Pope John XXIII visits a man 

convicted of killing his wife. 
● Sometimes holding on to the past acts like holding on to an anchor.
● Once we lay down our burden and walk towards goodness, healing in our damaged 

relationships can begin.

4-21-17 (Best Of: Originally aired 4-21-16)

4-24-17
● Charles Coulson, watergate conspirator, has a spiritual encounter in prison.
● Phil shares about the Elevate conference in Phoenix. Phil opines on why Mother 

Miriam’s line is the longest at Elevate. 
● The amazing life of people who live the gospel. Bishop Olmstead’s comments on 

divorce. 
● Aristotle and Aquinas. Caller: I’m being stalked by a former college professor; what do I 

do? 

4-25-17
● Guest: Father Paul Scalia, author of “That Nothing May Be Lost”. Becoming “leaven” in 

the world. What are you seeking? 
● Caller: I take Communion, and then say the Act of Contrition - is this correct? 
● The legacy, the Faith of the Scalia family. The spiritual dimension and the need for 

grace.

4-26-17



● Truth, Beauty and Goodness - all from the Lord
● The Truth will make us free - but will it always make us “comfortable”? The death of 

Socrates.
● What do you want out of your relationships? Do you know exactly? The damage of 

pornography. 
● How should we relate to animals? Collecting our friends and our spiritual resources.

4-27-17
● Jennifer Havey, Principal and Father Fredi Gucor, of St. Robert Catholic School, 

Sacramento, share about the creation of their “Rosary Rally”. 
● Father Fredi, St. Robert Catholic School, Sacramento, shares about the apparition of 

Our Lady of Fatima. 
● Caller: I’m a convert from an Assembly of God background; I find Catholic spirituality 

profoundly beautiful. 
● Rationalizing the bad decisions we make. 

4-28-17
● Caller: I’m struggling with anger; I’ve been abused, and I’ve been angry since childhood. 

Learning to fight. 
● People acting badly: Jealousy, sabotage, workplace abuse. Caller: I grew up in an 

abusive house; now, I see my kids struggling with anger. Did I become my parents? 
● Will our mistakes scar us for life? What happens when one’s own Mother doesn’t love 

them? 
● Taking stock of where we are, and what we have to give. The Litany of Humility. 

“Gaslighting”: Phil describes this phenomenon. 

5-1-17
● Managing our fears. How do we recover from the mistakes we have made? Adelaide 

Procter, poet and convert to the Catholic Faith. 
● Breaking out of the bad behaviors of the past. The woman at the well. The regenerative 

power of the Eucharist. 
● Confido et conquiesco: Phil shares this powerful poem. Healing through self-reflection. 
● The joy of Eucharistic Adoration. Find your nearest chapel! Pornography: Zero 

redeeming qualities. 

5-2-17
● Fear and Anxiety. “Catastrophizing”, and overwhelming 
● Caller: My sister complains about everything. She took 10 pain pills last night. “Ideation”.
● Caller: How can I practice forgiveness with my mother-in-law? She continues to meddle 

in my family’s life.
● Separating ourselves from things that cause us harm. Caller: I’m angry at my mother-in-

law for moving away from our family. I have 5 kids that have no grandparents. 

5-3-17



● Sister Anne Flannigan, Daughters of St. Paul, shares about her experience as a “geek”, 
a blogger and a drone pilot. The power of ideas. 

● “Do not fear; Lo, I am with you.” - from the Lord to us. Putting faith into practice. 
● Caller: Are John Paul II’s works on the Theology of the Body available for download in 

an e-book? What does it mean to be fully human? Participation in the love of the Trinity. 
“Use” - the opposite of Love. 

● Caller: I’m Protestant, but feel called by a devotion to the Saints - what does this mean? 
Caller: I’m a convert to the Catholic Faith; I don’t know how I could have survived as a 
parent without Theology of the Body. 

5-4-17
● Fear, anxiety, continued. Are we focusing on the wrong things about our faith? 
● Caller: I’m having a difficult time seeing the good in my wife; I’m struggling with fear.
● The need for a professional / spiritual guide through dark times. One can be playful with 

the Scriptures!  

5-5-17
● Fear and anguish. The fear that imprisons us. A step-by-step analysis of fear. Paper is 

useful. 
● Caller: I spent 30 years with a “partner”; I lived in fear. I’d like to come back to the 

Church. 
● Being transformed - for the worse - by a toxic relationship. The self-analysis process on 

paper. 

5-8-17
● “Take care that you don’t fall for erotic goods. The deceptive thrill of “novelty”.
● Caller: I’ve got four beautiful kids and lots of possessions; none of it gives me as much 

joy as meditative prayer. The happiness of finding purpose. 
● Caller: I get great joy from knowing how much Jesus loved me. San Francisco is the 

most “tolerant” city in the world; why aren’t people happy? 
● The shallowness of erotic pleasure. Sex is often a substitute for joy. 

5-9-17
● How do you find peace? Wisdom from the doctors of the Church. Phil shares about his 

anti-porn event at Divine Savior parish. 
● Fighting our biology, neurochemistry. Finding real peace. 
● Phil shares a question from the forum he attended: “Is it possible to cure a person from 

pornography?” Have faith - even if one leaves their father and their mother. What we can 
learn about love from a good pet.

● Witnessing a psychotic event. Obtaining peace and understanding. C.S. Lewis on G.K. 
Chesterton:” he’s the greatest mind of our time.” 

5-10-17 (Best Of) 



5-11-17
● Have you ever did the wrong thing? What Children’s Lives Tell Us About Life, Love and 

Happiness. Environmental impacts on our life. 
● Caller: I “technically” committed a mortal sin. 
● Should I go to confession, or pray the Rosary? Caller: I just got back from a pilgrimage 

from Poland; I’d like to share with you all.
● Caller: My boss asked me not to pray during meetings. 

5-12-17
● Misconceptions about the Blessed Mother. The true joys of being a women. 
● Guest: Jennifer Havey, Principal at St. Roberts Catholic School, talks about her 

organizing of Marion events throughout the summer and fall of 2017
● Caller: family story of mothers love. hadn't seen son in 25yrs and my mom passed just 

about the same time as my oldest son did.
● Caller for Jennifer:Curious about Jennifer’s story and I want clarification about a detail to 

see what God’s calling is in my life. Jennifer mentions that there might be suffering 
amidst the joy but it is a time to be refined. 

5-15-17
● Have you ever paused to think exactly what others might be thinking when they have no 

mothers or cant be a mother on a holiday like Mother's Day? Phil shares a story about 
his experience with a parish that has the sacrament of reconciliation in a public 
atmosphere and his involvement with a marian procession.

● What does it mean to truly have mercy?
● 10 Saints that each Catholic man should pay attention to. What our faith says about 

mediocrity. 
● Pornography and how it effects the way the viewer sees the real physical attributes of 

others. How might you be buying into the silliness of the world that is out there?
5-16-17

● Phil gives a practical exercise in how to raise children the right way even if you are over 
60 years old.

● Children are the greatest of all so make sure you make the best of it while they are 
around.

● Caller: I thought i married a true catholic, but he's really not and now I am hurting and 
need help. 

● How to find your true blessings in life in light of St. Jerome. 
5-17-17

● Ways in which St. Ignatius can help you in your times of trouble. 
● Reasons why it is important to stay together as a band of brothers. 
● Fidelity in Christ: Take a breath, its always the best thing when you are having a hard 

time.
● Words of wisdom from Bishop Olmsted. Mormon Church pulls away from the Boy Scouts 

of America because they are against what their church teaches.  

5-18-17



● What to do when someone who can’t defend themselves are hurt. 
● How to choose peace that becomes an external source. 
● Waking up and turning towards each other to find peace. 
● Caller: I went through an affair where I tried to get help from my brother but instead of 

keeping quiet he let everyone know about it. 
5-19-17

● Things that you can do to settle into the norm and feel satisfied. 
● Caller: I found out my son was taking ectasy.
● Previous Caller: Phil lets the caller know that she is doing the best thing by supporting 

her son as parents loving on her to the best of her ability.
● Phil gives an example from the gospels about the adultrous women and who truly was at 

fault. Reasons why it is best to not seek revenge on your own doings. 

5-22-17
● Happiness. The biophysiology of a smile. “Hank the Cowdog” - a “great book” for Phil.
● Counterintuitive: Studies show that youth are less happy than older people. 
● The sources of happiness. The genetic component. The role of events. 
● Caller shares about his search for happiness.  

5-23-17
● Phil comments on caller “Jesus” from yesterday’s show. 
● The nuts and bolts of happiness. The three sources of happiness. Values, circumstance. 

Cardinal virtues. Who is happier, women or men? Liberal or Conservative? 
● University of Chicago study, continued. Happiness and unemployment. Happiness and 

service.
● Happiness study, continued: The joy of being a stay-at-home mom! We can “start again” 

each day. 

5-24-17
● Happiness, contentment, continued. 
● Caller: I’m afraid of fully engaging the world. I’m afraid that following man’s rules will lead 

me away from God. 
● Caller: I am sad about my daughter, and worried about her not living up to her potential. 
● Caller: I helped produce a documentary on the Huntsville Monastery; Catholics need to 

stop beating themselves up and just trust in God. 

5-25-17
● Happiness, continued. Happy people see life as-it-is. 
● Sobriety will not necessarily lead to happiness. Dr. Ben Carson reveals the wisdom of 

his parents. 
● A caller shares about the joy and grace found in childhood moments.
● Joy can be found by the most afflicted, sometimes to an even greater degree.

5-26-17



● Why do Catholics forgo meat on Fridays? St. Thomas Aquinas’s calm demeanor. 
Sublimation and Christian values. 

● The importance of Purpose. Why are we driven to do dangerous things? 
● Caller: My husband is an amazing person; he has done an amazing job managing me (I 

am disabled), 7 kids, and a grandpa who set our house on fire.
● Caller, continued: My grandfather is a WWI war hero.

5-30-17
● Childrearing: How hard is it to “ruin” your child? Thomas Merton and the “violence” of our 

times. Overcommitment is a sin.
● We need to radiate our love. Seek peace. Mark Twain on worrying: “My life has been 

filled with terrible misfortunes; most of which never happened”.
● It’s never too late to make amends. The power of love. Saint Mother Teresa of Calcutta 

on love.
● Saint Mother Teresa, and the “drop in the ocean” that has a powerful effect. The power 

of gratitude.   

5-31-17
● Raising our kids, continued. 
● Caller: My daughter was raped. She feels abandoned. How do I handle this? 
● Caller: My Catholic Faith is the key to keeping my life balanced and stable. I know that I 

am safe. Resiliency.
● The reaction process. Ultimately the pain will pass. The Finding of Jesus in the Temple.

6-1-17
● Types of therapists. The centrality of our Faith. The Wisdom of Aristotle, Archbishop 

Fulton Sheen. 
● Caller: My dad died - and my mom was a terrible mom, who blamed us for holding her 

back. I used to try to “adopt” other parents.
● Caller: My high-achieving son made a big mistake in High School; I prayed him back on 

track.

6-2-2017
● Guest: Dr. Holly Ordway discusses her new book: “Apologetics and the Christian 

Imagination”. 
● The use of metaphor and imagery in the Bible. C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien. The poetry of 

Fr. Gerald Manley Hopkins. 
● Dr. Ordway, continued: The value of poetry. The intensity of Fr. Hopkins and his poetry. 
● Caller: Like you, I was an atheist once; how do you handle doubts? The integrated 

approach to apologetics - all have a particular charism.  

6-5-17
● Harvard study on child development, and the importance of the father in a daughter’s 

life.



● Caller: Catholic tradition does support women and liturgical dancing in our churches. 
Minimum sentencing in our courts. The importance of quality “investment” in a 
daughter’s life. 

● Caller: My father had an incestuous relationship with his daughters. He’s dead now, but I 
believe he came to me in a dream. Should I discuss this with my older sister? Is the child 
ever complicit in sexual abuse? 

6-6-17
● Guest: Fr. Sichko and his special calling. Spreading the gospel, learning the gospel.
● Caller: My son is discerning a vocation; he wants to live a life of poverty and chastity. 

How can I help him discern? 
● Fr. Sichko, continued. The “ministry of presence”. The reality that life is not “fair”. Being 

strengthened by adversity.
● Father Sichko shares a powerful story about being stopped by a police officer and a 

deathbed conversion to the Church. 

6-7-17
● The difficulty of getting good counselling. The effects of poor fathering. Positive data on 

time spent with family. 
● Caller: My 11-year-old son seems to have selective hearing. 
● The neglected role of boys in premarital sex and abortion. Caller: How do I get my son to 

be more responsible and productive? 
● Caller: My son’s girlfriend aborted his child many years ago; he still hasn’t gotten over it.  

6-8-17
● Raising a healthy child. Consistency, safety. The importance of stability. 
● Guest: John Johnson, on the “theology” of Christopher Nolan’s “Batman” movies. 
● John Johnson, continued - the Christology of the Batman series.
● Achieving proper balance in childrearing. 

6-9-17
● The fine line between assertiveness and aggressiveness - how should we evaluate our 

child’s behavior?
● Special Guest: Edward Clancy, Aid to the Church in Need. Mr. Clancy describes the 

founding and work of ACN.
● Edward Clancy, continued. Edward shares a moving story about helping refugees 

fleeing war in Syria. Displaced children: 18,000 in the Ninevah plain alone. A Rosary of 
chains. 

● Sharing our faith in a hostile world. Faith is all you really need; don’t be afraid of sharing 
your faith. 

6-12-17 
● Why do people want simple answers? Phil and Fr. Matthew discuss spiritual self-

diagnosis.



● Why do Catholics make beautiful buildings? Beauty - a path to God. 
● Special Guest: Jennifer Havey, St. Mary’s Catholic High School in East Sacramento, 

California. Jennifer shares about the prayer groups working in her school. 
● Aid to the Church in Need. The power of prayer.

6-13-17
● What are “blessings”, and what objects can be blessed? Father blesses some special 

flags. 
● Letting go, and recovery from trauma. Who suffers from the quest for ultimate justice? 

Forgiveness.
● The charity of the Catholic Church, accepting of Catholics and non-Catholics alike. 
● Jennifer Havey, Principal of St. Mary’s Catholic School in East Sacramento. 

6-14-17
● How do we help our children appreciate the beauty of creation? 
● Guest: “Gary” shares about his falling away, and his reversion to the Catholic Faith.
● Phil reads from Rabbi Kushner, honored by the Christophers. Golda Meir, and the 

blessing of not being beautiful.  
● Looking below the surface at true beauty. “Overcoming Life’s Disappointments”, 

continued.

6-15-17
● The role of Temperment. Recognizing one’s own temperment, and the temperment of 

your child. 
● Guest: Phil welcomes Carla Cosentino of Radio Santisimo Sacramento.
● Carla shares about meeting the parents of Father Matthew Spencer on a chance 

encounter in another country. 
● The diversity of our Catholic Faith. The power of Catholic radio - Aid to the Church in 

Need.

6-16-17 (Lots of Beat the Clock; not good for podcast)
● Phil and Fr. Matthew discuss giving. The widow’s mite. 
● Beat the Clock.
● Phil shares about the redemptive theme in the classic book “The Count of Monte Cristo”

6-19-17
● A father’s day message. The importance of a stable family. A message for those 

engaged in family conflict: Do you really want all this drama? 
● Reflecting on your actions. Your reaction is under your control. Reflecting on who you 

actually are: “I don’t want to be that person any more. . . “
● Who are you - right now? Are you a addict? Are you a control freak? 
● St. Ignatius of Loyola, and the Daily Examen. 

6-20-17



● Who are you? What are your strengths, and your weaknesses? The positive aspect of 
anxiety. 

● Caller: I was given up for adoption when I was born; I’m going to call a sister today 
whom I’ve never met!

● Previous caller, continued: Phil breaks down the various dynamics involved. St. 
Ignatius’s contribution.

6-21-17
● Discovering who you are. What getting a speeding ticket reveals about who you are. 
● James Martin, Wharton graduate and successful businessman, and being a “prop”. “I 

hate my life - I hate my life . . .”
● “I hate my life . . . I hate my life”, continued: Fr. Martin shares about being outed by a 

compassionate co-worker. 
● Our hearts restless until they rest in God - Augustine of Hippo. Surviving a difficult work 

environment. Reframing our life circumstances. 

6-22-17
● Finding true happiness. Fortifying our faith, and bolstering its defenses against attack. 
● Special Guest: The Most Reverend Thomas Olmsted of Phoenix, AZ. His Excellency 

discusses his Catholic upbringing, and his new book regarding the changing role of the 
Catholic man in today’s world. 

● Caller: My son is in jail; he was treated unfairly. How can I help him? Ironic graces 
received by the humble in prison. The devil as accuser.

● Bishop Olmsted tells the story of Blessed Charles de Foucauld. Why do the Knights of 
Columbus still wear swords? Taking the Gospel to the world. 

6-23-17
● Learning to lean on Christ. “I have hidden these things from the wise and learned. . . “ - 

Yikes! Knowledge vs. Wisdom. 
● Dealing with our fears. Knowledge vs. Wisdom, and trusting in our Faith. 
● Stability. Have peace: Storms make a sailor. 
● Our thoughts - especially our negative ones - tell us who we are. Thinking “outside of 

yourself”, and praying for others. Stop worrying; just love. 

6-26-17
● Reading and “noise”. Taking care of one another.
● Dr. Aerly, engineer turned philosopher. Lying, deception, and “pro-social deceptions”. 

Examining consciousness vs. conscience - discernment.
● Learning to tell the truth - to yourself and to others. Do you really want to know the truth? 

Why girlfriends are NOT the place to get therapeutic advice.
● Opinions vs. judgements. When you should lie to your friends. The critical skill of being 

tactful. 

6-27-17



● What can we learn from mystics and monks that will help us today?
● Do we use our brains too little - or too much? The danger of “noise”. The devil strives to 

make the whole universe “noisy”. 
● The danger of distraction. Wisdom from C. S. Lewis’s “The Screwtape Letters”. Being 

“busy” - in our heads.
● The St. Francis prayer. Modern, scientific confirmation of the wisdom of the saints. 

“Discalced” - our homework for tomorrow.

6-28-17
● What does “discalced” mean? Phil holds a contest; chats with the winner.
● The beauty of religious orders. The Carmelites. 
● How do we calm our racing minds? Is vanity the cause? 
● The need to stop and rest. The need to receive as well as give. What to do when you 

see your children make mistakes.

6-29-17
● The importance of our mood. The sense of being backed into a corner. How anger 

impacts judgement. 
● Anger, and the causes behind the anger. Anger can be beneficial. 
● Caller: I don’t speak to my son and his wife any more; he is very angry with me. 
● Interview: Jim Cavnar, CrossCatholic. 

6-30-17 (Noah recommended for Best Of)
● Conflict: How do we handle it? Resistance to change. Dr. Gottman: 69% of marital 

conflict never gets resolved. Indicators of future trouble in a relationship. 
● A warning about conflict before marriage. Critical, Contemptuous, Defensive (CCD), and 

a bonus: Stonewalling.
● The science of conflict analysis. Finding the purpose of conflict. Don’t let anyone else 

“get in your head”.
● Forward Reflection. Moving toward revenge. The benefits of anger - and the costs. The 

locus of control: Internal, and external. 


